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THE NAVY'S JOB IN THE DIEPPE RAID

By a Naval Observer

Many hundreds of four-inch shells were fired into Military targets and enemy strong

points in Dieppe and on the cliffs and beaches around, during the eight hours of the

operation.

This fierce hammering was performed, sometimes from within a mile of the shore,

"by one British destroyer flotilla.

I watched the raid from the Bridge of one of the destroyers* Thus I can confirm,

the fact that German claims as to the damage inflicted on British Naval forces are

ridiculous* The raid proved that a large force of ships, riven proper air cover, can

he 'maintained within a few miles of the enemy coast despite the defences.

The Channel crossing was uneventful* There is no doubt that the enemy was

surprised by the raid, and especially by its strength.

As the destroyers, in single line ahead, completed their wide scorch for enemy

ships off the French coast, we heard and saw the first gunfire of the action.

It was later discovered that the first commando "flight" had run into a small

force of, patrolling flak ships* Tracer bullets shot through the darkness like

fireworks*

As we slipped slowly into position for the assault, we could see the long, low

lines of the tank landing craft: following up the snakier shapes of the assault craft*

Then came the spatter of the machine-puns from the shore. The Germans, new on

the alert from the earlier Commando raid, had soon the approach of the main force,

but not until they were within half a mile of the shore.

Dawn was faintly lighting the darkness of this ideal night for a landing raid.

The outline of the coast was dimly visible# Tracer bullets were cutting a, pattern

between shore and sea#

Suddenly, from just Ahead, cur senior ship opened fire. Her shells whistled over

the troops fighting on the beaches, and, in the dim light, it seemed she was nearly on
the target with her first salvo*

Then the other destroyers went into auction, Each had its particular target for

the initial bombardment. Ours was the big tobacco factory now being used by the

Germans for military purposes. Spotting was difficult in the half-light, but the

projectiles were thudding on and around their targets from one end of the area to the

other. The Casino seemed to he having a particularly heavy time*

Previous to this we had seen, with a feeling of gratitude to the R.A.F. the red

flashes of the British bombs demolishing opposition in the rear.

The enemy were too busy with the Canadians advancing up the beaches to reply at

once to the bombardment, but above the noise of the light armament there came at last

the sound we had been expecting, the boom of heavier calibre guns#

Nov the bombarding ships moved quietly out, still firing*

To cover their temporary withdrawal a smoke screen was laid across the whole

width of the area# In this smoke screening Lighting French ’’chasseur" boats played

a big part# The spectacle of these little ships, with the French tri-colour

above the flag, of the Cross of Lorraine, attacking their own homeland for the sake of
its freedom, was one of the most moving of the whole day*

Then to the destroyers cone the order, ’’Close in to shore"#

/Back we
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Back we went, emerging through the smoke with guns "blazing. On the "bridge I

listened to the First Lieutenant, only 23 years old, giving spotting directions to

his Officer of Quarters, an, even younger Suh-Lieutenant of the R.N.V.R,

Once I heard the First Lieutenant say, "Albert, you're falling short on the cliff

face* It may be an idea to bring the enemy down with the cliff, but I think it a

rather long-term policy," This as we constantly ducked at the whistle of shells.

With the efficient R.A.F. "umbrella", only an occassional Me, 109 had. to be dealt

with by A.A. guns for the first two hours of daylight.

Meanwhile the tank landing craft had gone in, I caught a glimpse of then

heading for shore. All landed their tanks.

The bravery of the officers and crews of those landing craft adds a new chapter
to naval heroism. To manoeuvre the unwieldy craft, travelling dead slow, to a good

landing on a strange beach under unceasing fire is a feat calling for the steadiest

nerves and skill.

By 6.30 a*m* most of the heavier shore opposition appeared to bo silenced. Every
now and then, by orders from the Force Commander, a destroyer ’Would steam slowly
inshore and relieve with her guns any heavy pressure on our troops. One destroyer
I saw was steaming parallel to the beaches, pouring broadsides at "the cliffs and enemy

posts above. The Polish flag flew from the masthead of another destroyer entirely
manned by Poles,

The Spitfires were always there, engaging the air reinforcements being mustered'by
the enemy.

Attacks became frequent and fierce towards the afternoon, but fighters reduced

danger of bomb damage to ships to a minimum.

On the Journey hone we saw the marks of the United States on the under side of the

wings of a low-flying squadron, and cheered them.

Besides the destroyers, light coastal craft were giving fine support to the

raiders. They were able to make an even closer approach to the beach and their guns

were seldom silent. They were invaluable in transporting casualties from landing craft

to the destroyers, where the naval doctors earned their own tribute for their untiring

work.

The withdrawal called for the biggest smoke screen of the day, through which the

landing craft slipped from the beach, crowded with returning troops.

Once again the destroyers opened a bombardment, and closed in to give the last

possible opportunity for the landing craft to embark the last of the rearguard.

The destroyers were the last to leave, covering the withdrawal of the landing

craft, big and small, which were returning under their own power.

Air cover for the return trip was even greater, and though several attempts were

made by Dorniers and Junkers to get through and bomb the convoy, in almost every case

they were chased home by the British fighters.
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